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In patients operated on for gastrointestinal or 

gynaecological carcinomas and having a high risk of recurrence, serial serum 

assays of tumor markers, namely the careinoembryonic antigen (CEA), the CA 

19-9 and CA 125 antigens enable a recurrence to be detected before clinical 

signs appear. The recurrence must then be confirmed and localized, and its 

spread determined, to allow the surgeon to decide on his approach if a second 

resection is feasible. Such is the potential role of i.mmunoscintigraphy after 

injection of radioiodinated monoclonal antibodies. Initially, a retrospective 

study enabled the diagnostic sensitivity of the method to be determined as a 

function of the type of antibodies injected. It also contributed to optimizing 

the detection parameters. A prospective study was then performed to determine 

the clinical value of immunoscintigraphy as compared with that of conventional 

diagnostic methods, that is, ultrasonography and computed tomography. 

RETROSPECTIVE STUDY 

This study was performed using three monoclonal 

antibodies : anti CEA and 19-9 directed against gastrointestinal carcinomas 

and OC 125 directed against gynaecological carcinomas. These antibodies were 

labelled with iodine 131 by the iodogen method, with a specific activity of 5 

or to 10 mCi/mg for intact antibodies and 2 to 5 mCi/mg for F (ab')2 

fragments. An activity of 2 to 3 mCi was diluted in 100 ml of saline solution 

and injected IV during 30 min into each patient. With anti-CEA and 19-9 

antibodies, 71 % of tumour sites were visualised (2). For each case studied, 

the best contrast of tumour activity to background was obtained more than 4 to 

5 days after injection. It was thus unnecessary to have recourse to the 

questionable practice of computerized subtraction which can introduce images 
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of artefacts. It may be useful to repeat scans at 2-day intervals to determine 

whether a poorly contrasted focus is specific or not. With OC 125 antibody the 

percentage of tumor sites visualized was 70 7.. 

PROSPECTIVE STUDY 

Immunosc'.ntigraphy was the first examination performed 

for 25 patients who had undergone surgery for colorectal cancer and were 

suspected of having a recurrence suggested by clinical and/or biological 

studies. This examination was then followed by ultrasonography in 19 cases and 

by computed tomography in 18. 

Out of 18 recurrence sites in 16 patients, which were 

confirmed by surgery or agreement among several diagnostic methods, 

immunoscintigraphy was positive in 13 cases (72 7.). Analysis of the 

comparative results of the three diagnostic methods showed good complementary. 

For the 19 patients who had immunoscintigraphy and ultrasonography, the 

results of both examination were in agreement 5 times (3 positive and 2 

negative). Ultrasonography was positive in 3 cases of recurrence which were 

negative with immunoscintigraphy, whereas immunoscintigraphy was positive in 5 

cases considered negative with ultrasonography (2 cases of local pelvic 

recurrence, 2 of abdominal recurrence and 1 of liver metastasis). 

For the 18 patients who had immunoscintigraphy and 

computed tomography the results of both examinations were in agreement 5 times 

(3 positive and 2 negative). Computed tomography corrected a false-negative 

result of immunoscintigraphy in 2 cases. Finally, computed tomography was 

negative or doubtful in 7 cases which were positive in immunoscintigraphy. In 

4 cases, immunoscintigraphy was the only positive examination and was the 

basis of the decision to reoperate. in 3 of them the surgeon was able to perform a 

total resection of the recurrence. In the fourth case, immunoscintigraphy had 

visualized a pelvic recurrence but not an associated liver recurrence in the 

form of 2 small metastases each 2 cm in diameter. 

The same study was performed with OC 125 antibody for 

18 patients who where suspected of having a recurrence of an ovarian 

carcinoma. Out of 20 documented tumor sites immunoscintigraphy was positive in 

13 cases (65 7.). As for gastrointestinal carcinomas there were a good 

complementary results between immunoscintigraphy, computed 
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tomography and ultrasonography. In one case the recurrence w*s confirmed by 

immunoscintigraphy whereas the two other diagnostic methods w»re negative. 

On the basis of these prospective studies, it would 

appear logical to begin assessment of the spread of gastrointestinal or 

gynaecological carcinomas by immunoscintigraphy using the radiolabelled 

antibody or antibodies which recognize the antigen with an elevated se urn 

concentration. However, the effectiveness of conventional planar scintigraphy 

is limited by the low ratio of tumour activity to adjacent background. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

Tomoscintigraphy allows an increase in tumour contrast 

and thus could improve diagnostic sensitivity. However, the low activities of 

1 to 2 mCi usually injected require early recording within 2 days after 

injection to obtain a satisfactory count statistics, in which case 

interpretation of the images is hampered by the existence of multiple 

nonspecific foci (3). In order to reduce the number of these foci, and thus to 

improve the specificity of the method, it is necessary, as for conventional 

planar scintigraphy, to wait 3 or 4 days after injection, which entails an 

increase in the activity injected and a lengthening of the recording time. In 

the conditions, that is, for an activity of 3 to 3,5 mCi and a recording time 

of 40 min., the count statistics is satisfactory and the image easier to 

interpret (Fig 1). 

CONCLUSION 

In order to localize a recurrence of gastrointestinal 

or gynaecological carcinoma, immunoscintigraphy after injection of 

radioiodinated monoclonal antibodies appears to be anuseful method which is 

complementary to those involving a morphological approach such as 

ultrasonography and computed tomography. The application of tomoscintigraphy 

should contribute to improving diagnostic sensitivity. 
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Fig 1 

FIGURES 

Liver metastasis of a rectum carcinoma. 

Tomoimmunoscintigraphy performed 4 days after 

injection of a cocktail of 131 I anti-CEA and 

19-9 F(ab')2 fragments. 

l a - Coronal section after injection of " " Tc 

sulphur colloid. Large photon deficient area in 

the right lobe (arrows). 

l b - Same section obtained with l^l j energy. Hot spot 

corresponding to the cold area obtained 

with 99m Tc. 


